This year marks a historic achievement. As current Interim CEO and founder of The Trevor Project with Randy Stone and Celeste Lecesne back in 1998, I’m filled with tremendous pride as we begin celebrating Trevor’s 25th anniversary! That pride is equally matched with gratitude for the many passionate, dedicated individuals who have immeasurably contributed to Trevor’s long-standing history successfully providing 24/7 life-saving crisis services and suicide prevention programs for LGBTQ young people.

While Julian and I celebrate and applaud all that’s been accomplished over the past 25 years, we clearly recognize how much more needs to be done. Our Annual Report reflects crucial progress made over the past year and shares our deepening understanding of the complex mental health needs of the young people we serve. Our mission to end suicide and build a world where every young LGBTQ person sees a brighter future for themselves — a world where, hopefully, young people no longer need Trevor’s services — remains as essential and consequential as ever.

One of our greatest accomplishments over 25 years? The community that Trevor’s built – from the young people we have served and saved, to staff, volunteers, partners, donors, allies and supporters. All have been crucial in helping us ensure LGBTQ young people have a community available 24/7 that supports and uplifts them in moments of crisis.

Our work continues to have an enormous impact. Yet, we also see that the wider representation and visibility the LGBTQ community achieved over the past 25 years is being met with a virulent backlash. LGBTQ young people face dangerous rhetoric daily. A record number of bills targeting transgender and nonbinary youth are introduced and debated in state legislatures across the country on an ongoing basis. Captured within are quotes from some of the young people reaching out directly to us. They help our entire community understand just how much Trevor is needed at this moment.

The Trevor Project itself is experiencing targeted attacks that seek to undermine the value of our affirming suicide prevention programs and prevent LGBTQ young people from reaching out to us in crisis. In the face of these attacks — and recognizing that the public health suicide crisis among LGBTQ youth is unrelenting — we fiercely recommit to being here for the generations of LGBTQ young people to come. We will unwaveringly provide the crisis support and safe community they need and so richly deserve.
The Trevor Project is the world’s leading suicide prevention and mental health organization for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer & Questioning (LGBTQ) young people.

We strive to end suicide among LGBTQ youth through five key programs:

- **Crisis Services**: Direct suicide prevention and mental health services for LGBTQ young people 24/7 via phone, text, and chat.

- **Advocacy**: Efforts at the federal, state, and local levels to fight for policies and laws that protect LGBTQ young people.

- **Peer Support**: The world’s largest social networking community for LGBTQ young people.

- **Research**: Evaluations and external research that support improvements to our services while keeping us at the forefront of scientific inquiry.

- **Education & Public Awareness**: Programs, trainings, and content that promote awareness around issues and policies relevant to LGBTQ young people and the adults who support them.

Click on the section titles to read about each program. You can also click the links throughout this report to take you to more resources.
LGBTQ young people deserve a world that is loving and welcoming.

To help create that world,

Trevor is here.
263K crisis contacts directly served through TrevorLifeline, TrevorChat, and TrevorText

88% of respondents were highly satisfied with Trevor services

42B+ media impressions of our life-affirming work

500K TrevorSpace accounts

100% Charity Navigator Accountability & Transparency score

A- CharityWatch grade

3K volunteer counselors supported young people

24 U.S. States protecting young people from conversion therapy
LGBTQ young people demonstrate their courage every day — and when they reach out at a critical moment, Trevor is here.

Whether it be with identity, coming out, depression, or thoughts of suicide, our counselors affirm and save lives. Our free and confidential crisis services are available by phone, text, or chat — and we provide them every hour of the day, every day of the year.
Our crisis counselors connected with more than 263,000 LGBTQ young people, a 31% increase over 2020–21, and the most young people we have ever responded to in one year.
is one of the most common phrases The Trevor Project’s crisis counselors share with LGBTQ young people in crisis.
TrevorSpace, an online community, is a safe space for LGBTQ young people ages 13 to 24, wherever they may be. Here, LGBTQ young people can be themselves, share their stories, and build connections. With enhancements to our ability to moderate conversations and share resources, we created a safer and braver space.

When LGBTQ young people seek togetherness, Trevor is here.
More than 100,000 TrevorSpace accounts were added, growing the community to a total of 500,000 (roughly the size of Kansas City, Missouri).

Every week, an average of 100,000 pieces of user-generated content were posted.

1/4 of all site activity originated from outside of the United States.
I’m really grateful for TrevorSpace.

I live in a small conservative town, and don’t have many like-minded people I can talk to. There are some LGBT events in the closest city, but they’re all 30-45 minutes away and I don’t have my license.

Having something like TrevorSpace that is accessible is very helpful, because [having] a sense of community and people who I can talk to is very important to me.

— TrevorSpace User, Age 13-17
Advocacy

When the rights of the LGBTQ community are under attack, Trevor is here.

We promote laws and policies that support the mental health and well-being of LGBTQ young people at the local, state, and national levels.
We successfully passed ordinances banning conversion therapy in 54 cities and helped to defeat anti-LGBTQ bills at a rate of 10 to 1.

Trevor’s leaders attended President Biden’s historic signing of an executive order aimed at ending conversion therapy, collecting LGBTQ-inclusive data across the federal government, protecting access to gender-affirming care, and investing in suicide prevention and mental health resources in schools.

After years of lobbying and organizing, we successfully saw the adoption of 988 as the three-digit code for the National Suicide and Crisis Lifeline, and also secured future funding for LGBTQ-specialized 988 services.
LGBTQ young people who contact the **988 Lifeline** have the option of being connected with a specially trained, LGBTQ-competent counselor via phone, text, or chat.
To increase understanding of LGBTQ young people, their lived experience, mental health, and more, Trevor is here.

Through comprehensive surveys and studies, we explore the unique risk factors for suicide among LGBTQ young people. Data, findings, and analysis help to advance life-affirming policies and processes.
We released our fourth annual National Survey on LGBTQ Youth Mental Health, which, with 34,000 respondents, was one of the most comprehensive ever conducted.
We published monthly research briefs, quarterly research reports, peer-reviewed studies, and other materials focused on the mental health of LGBTQ young people. Examples include Mental Health of AAPI Youth, LGBTQ Youth in the South, and Mental Health of Deaf* LGBTQ Youth.

We pursued global research on LGBTQ young people’s mental health in Mexico, Philippines, Peru, United Kingdom, and South Africa.
Our research has been cited by lawmakers and advocates across the country, and was referenced in

President Biden’s proclamation for Pride.
When allies seek to better support LGBTQ young people,

Trevor is here.

Through training and resources, we provide useful tools for competent suicide prevention, risk detection, and response.
We completed a record **84 external trainings** with youth-serving stakeholders, including **corporate partners**, **nonprofit organizations**, and **school districts**.

Our new **Resource Center** — featuring easier access to a wider range of educational materials on topics such as **sexual orientation**, **gender identity**, and **suicidology** — saw a record **28,000 visits**.
Training partners included Macy’s, Boys and Girls Club of Greater Atlanta, and Contra Costa Unified School District, to name just a few.

I’m inspired to continue being open and welcoming to anyone who may approach me with a question or entrusting their feelings to me. I’m not afraid to ask questions myself. I want to learn more. I want to be able to address everyone’s needs appropriately.

I want to be that person others can rely on.

― Training Participant
The Trevor Project continues to elevate the organization’s profile across a variety of media, promote its leaders among diverse audiences, and keep its mission and resources in the news.

We received more than **27,000 press mentions** & **43+ billion estimated impressions** of any kind.

1) Gay Times: NFL star Carl Nassib announces new pledge of $100,000 to The Trevor Project
2) Forbes: Largest LGBTQ Suicide Prevention Organization In U.S. Expands to Mexico
3) People: Lil Nas X Honored with Trevor Project’s Inaugural Suicide Prevention Advocate of the Year Award
4) Time: Increasing Reports of Suicidal Thoughts Among LGBTQ Youth
The Trevor Project’s community of supporters came together to raise nearly $67 million to invest in life-affirming and life-saving work.

Click here to view our full 2021-22 audited financial statement.
**Financials**

**Income:**
- Individual Philanthropy: $34,046,543
- Corporate Partners: $27,187,044
- Foundation: $1,213,444
- Other Income: $1,837,563
- In-Kind Revenue: $2,576,589

Click here to view our full 2021-22 audited financial statement.
Click here to view our full 2021–22 audited financial statement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenses</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program Services</td>
<td>$49,619,707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>$5,882,404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General &amp; Admin</td>
<td>$4,540,838</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Expenses: 82.6%  
Fundraising: 9.8%  
General & Admin: 7.6%
At The Trevor Project, LGBTQ young people find allies: people who offer their talents, dedication, philanthropy, and voices to create a more welcoming, loving world. We are as impactful as the people who support us in a rainbow of ways.

3K volunteers*
41 foundation & government partners
1,132 corporate supporters^*
74,720 supporters
1,132 corporate supporters^*
~15K crowdfunding events+
2.2M social media followers
342 staff members
23 board members

* Volunteers who had conversations with young people.
^ Includes corporations making matching gifts.
+ Crowdfunding efforts of all kinds: social media, personal fundraisers, and more.
Our Community

- Volunteers
- Individual Donors
- Foundations & Government Support
- Corporate Partners
- Celebrity Champions
- Board of Directors

Click on the section titles to explore each part of our community.
Meet the heartbeat of Trevor:
Our volunteer counselors join with our full-time professional staff to serve as the primary point of contact for LGBTQ young people. Volunteers support our youth — and we support our volunteers.
More than 3,000 volunteers had conversations with young people, marking a 100% increase from 2020–2021.

With the implementation of new training and support systems, we graduated nearly 1,800 new counselors, an 85% increase compared to 2020–2021.

Each trained counselor connected with an average of 70 young people.
When I was younger, I did not see a future for myself. Now, doing this work with and for my community, I try to be someone that my younger self would feel safe with and seen by. I came to Trevor because I believe wholeheartedly in our mission to end suicide among LGBTQ young people by creating a world in which all LGBTQ young people see a bright future for themselves.

I’m proud of and grateful for the work that I’m able to do with volunteers in service of that mission.

— Volunteer Counselor
Individual Donors

Our community of individual donors, known as the Circle of Light, is committed to creating a brighter world for LGBTQ people. As part of their journey, our supporters get an up-close look at our work while we celebrate their impact as:

**Luminaries**
Supporters making monthly gifts.

**Beacons**
Supporters making a difference every single day.

**North Stars**
Supporters investing in transformative impact.

**The Constellation**
Supporters planning to leave a legacy gift.

For more information, contact development@thetrevorproject.org
North Stars ($25K+)

Rev. Dr. Alicia & Dave Abell • Acierno Family Foundation • James Adams • Anne Wojcicki Foundation • Vanessa Benavides & Sheila Bryant • Bessemer Giving Fund • Caroline & Andrew Bird
Oriel Boston & Tomas Mikimizis-Boston • Carl Nassib Foundation • Chris Coffey & Adam Riff • Alexandra & Steven Cohen • Carl Coleman • Conru Foundation • Bentley de Beyer & Dean Shar
Mike Dillon • Elvis Duran & Alex Carr • Eagle's Wing Foundation • Edward L. Hutton Foundation • Ferylyn T Powell Fund • Vincent Foglia • Foundation to Decrease World Suck • Ralph Furlo
Great Heights Charitable Fund • Robert Greenblatt & Stephen Loguidice • Alexander Hill • Jacksonville Jaguars Foundation • John W. Mooty Foundation Trust • Jared Hunt Kendal & Dorian Kendal • Kyla Linde • Flavio & Juliana Litterio • EJ McGarvey III • Shelly McNamara & Cindy Marsland • Lauren Morelli & Samira Wiley • Moxley Family Foundation • John Mooty

Beacons ($1K - $24,999)

26 Health • The 3252 ISU • Friends of 7 Souls Tattoo & Body Piercing • A Bug Travels Far • Makola & Ahkinyala Abdullah • Wendy Abney • Michael Abrams • Acoustica Foundation
Act-On Software • Actions Charitable Fund • Adam & Tracey Collins Foundation • Matthew Adamczy • Jessica Adams • Scott Adams & Michael Lentz • Adams State University
Monique Adcock • Ore Adesina • Paul Adler & David J Mortimer • Sharon Ager & Richard Johnson • Fernando Aguayo-Garcia & Jason Conyard • Ludwig Angren • Eric Ahlstrom • Sally Ainsworth
Denise Akason • Friends of ‘Let’s Meet Again...’ An Akuroku Zine • Nickey Alana • Deborah & Paul Albers • Acey Albert • Albert & Doris Pitt Foundation • Tina Albertson • Alcon Vision
Anna D Alesio-Ottolino • Sarah Alexander • Kevin Alger • Friends at Algolia, Inc. • All Saints’ Episcopal Church • Allegheny County Bar Association • Allegis Group Foundation • Ross Allen
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Find yourself in the list!

Press Command (or Ctrl) + F, then search for your name.
Beacons (continued)

Charitable Fund • Corey Barnes Barnstone Foundation • Friends of barre3 Edina • Eleanor Barrett & Margaret Cottman • Robert Barrett • Erick Barroeta • Daniel Bartley • Michael Basala 
Baskin Charitable Fund • Sarah Trevor Bassett • Matthew Bassignani • Amy Battey • Bill & Mary Ella Bauer • Mikel Bauer • Rachel Bauer • Carrie & Steven Baum • Gregory Baum 
Migah Baum 
Matt Baume • Rachel & Stephen Baumgartener • Serina Bauwens • Katie Baxter • Garth Beall • Bear Dog Group Fund • Friends of Beau & the internet people • Beauchamp Family Foundation 
Beck Legacy Fund • Pete Beck & Dan Chapman • Kory Becker • Shae Beckwith • Bedrock Family Fund • Colleen Begley • Maria Beguiristain • Derry L. Behm • David Behrens • Antonia Belcher 
Rob Belcher • Samuel Herbert • Cliff Bell • William Bell • Belleville Board of Education • David Belvedere • Julian Bendana • Beneficent Fund • Stephen Benjamin • Hannah Bennett 
Susan Bennett • Miriam Benor • Jeffrey Berenson • Talon Bergen • Azzura Bergendahl • John Berger • Suzy Berhow • Berksen • Joel Berlin-Berlin Family Foundation • Jennifer Berman 
Npome Popp Berman • James Bernard • Bernard & Sandra Ottermann Foundation • Nathan Bernardi • Ronald Berry • kenneth Bertram • Bessie Ratterman Foundation • Best Studio Ever 
Beth Gadowski, Psy. D. Charitable Fund • Josh Beyer • Felicia Bianchi • Christina Biehl • Sarah Bien • Big Giant Head Team • Peter Bixby • Romania Black • Cathy Blackwell, Rodney Blackwell, 
V Blackwell, Karina Blackwell & Taylor Blackwell • Tenebrous Press • Arthur Blank • Nathan Blau • Laura Bliss • Tu Bloom • Amber Blouin • BMW3 WMG Fund • Robert Boarman & Joshua Kindrat 
Friends of Boba Yum LLC • Lex Bobrow • Debbie & Michael Bocijan • Joan Bohilman • Bruce Bolton & Vincent Mcmccormick • Friends at Booyah Advertising Inc. • Susan Borschel • Richard Boskey 
Jefferson Boswell • Friends at Botched Podcast • Jeremy Bower • Marci Bowers • Bowery Ballroom • Bowling Green Pride Raffle • Alisa Bowman • Boyce Family • Tom Bradford & Van Hardison 
Julia E. Bradsher • Michelle Brady • Pat Brady • Braffet • King Family Charitable Fund • Rob Brawol • Branding Brand • Mark Branning • Kenneth Branton • John Braun & Jay Stone 
Melissa Braun • Vance Bray • Adrian Breckel • Brennan Brown • Killian Brennan • John Bridges • Donald Briggs • Brillant Earth Foundation • Matthew Brisgel • Judith Briskin 
Nicholas Brooks • Friends of Broad Street Broadway • Friends of Broadneck High School Class of 2022 • Christopher Brooke • Antonia Belcher 
Jeffrey Brown • Marcus Brown • William Brown • Kyle Bruck • Brunswick School • Kenneth Brun • Debbie & Steve Bryant • Ruth Bryson & Jocelyn Tseng • Nat Buchbinder & Talia Stacks 
Kevin Buchheit • Samantha Buckley • Buddhist Churches of America • Clara Buenzow • Edmund Bujalski • Andrew Butha • Lorie Burch • Peter Burford & Alice Sieger • Ryan Burrow 
Emily Burson • Alice & Michelle Burton • Crossroads Trading Co • Sandy Buscemi & Lorrie Norrington • Cosi Family • Stephanie Bush • Chris Bustrak • Amanda Butler • Brenda Butler 
Cora Butler • Nathan Button • David Buxton • Alice Byowitz • Byron Family Fund • Branden Cabading • Carolyn & Christophe Cadiou • Caitlin Rotke • Dominique Calabrese • Margot Calabrese 
Phyllis Calabrese • Calkins Lien Giving Fund • Stephanie Calahan • Betsy Cameron • Thomas Cameron • David & Sherri Campbell • Kristi Campbell • Laura Campbell • Nick Campbell 
Patric Campbell • Campbell Family Charitable Fund • Macen Cancino • Howard Cann • Cantuczone Family Charitable Fund • Nicholas Capalbo • Caplin Foundation • Vincent Carbaugh 
Randall Carey • Friends from Carhartt • John Carle • Brian Carlton • David Carney • Jerry Carovillano • Siobhan Carpenter • Arturo Carrillo & David Mizener • Bonnie Carroll & Roy Cooper 
Cody Carroll • Wendy Carruthers & Alistair Smith • John Carter • Jack Carvalho, Managing Director - Private Wealth Advisor • Carylon, Julius & Marcie Hemmelstein Foundation • Jessica Case 
Shaun Casey & Loryn Powell-Casey • Jacques Caspi • Erin & Ben Casselman • John & Nancy Cassidy • Costanza Castelnuovo-Tedesco • Penny & Bruce Castlemeyer • David Castro & 
Renee Ridolfi • Richard Cates • Cates/Warren Family Fund • Sherry Catlett • CDSR Foundation • Central Catholic High School • Cerritos College Police Department • Jennie Chabon 
Thalia Chai-Zhang • Angelo Chan & Frederick Werthem • Anita Chang • Joanne Chang • Charity On Top Foundation, Inc. • Andrew Charles • Charles & Susan Pickhardt • Charles Hazlehurst 
Moura Family Foundation • ChartHop Donation Match • Chase Family Foundation • Laura Chassagne • Yatin Chawathe • Kevin Chen • Steven Chen, In Honor of Father Michael Zampelli, 
SJ Geoff Chi-Johnston • Chicago Community Foundation • Chickpea Giving Account • Evan Childs • Sherri Chinski • Vonda Chisholm • Susan & Jack Choquette • Robert Boho • David Boor • 
Lori Burch • Sayre Burch • Doesky Brown • Benzo Brown • Brett & Dyana Brown • David Brown • Jeffrey Brown • Marcus Brown • William Brown • Kyle Bruck • Brunswick School • Kenneth Brun • 
Debbie & Steve Bryant • Ruth Bryson & Jocelyn Tseng • Nat Buchbinder & Talia Stacks • Kevin Buchheit • Samantha Buckley • Buddhist Churches of America • Clara Buenzow • Edmund Bujalski • 
Andrew Butha • Lorie Burch • Peter Burford & Alice Sieger • Ryan Burrow • Emily Burson • Alice & Michelle Burton • Crossroads Trading Co • Sandy Buscemi & Lorrie Norrington • 
Cosi Family • Stephanie Bush • Chris Bustrak • Amanda Butler • Brenda Butler • Cora Butler • Nathan Button • David Buxton • Alice Byowitz • Byron Family Fund • Branden Cabading • 
Carolyn & Christophe Cadiou • Caitlin Rotke • Dominique Calabrese • Margot Calabrese • Phyllis Calabrese • Calkins Lien Giving Fund • Stephanie Calahan • Betsy Cameron • Thomas Cameron • 
David & Sherri Campbell • Kristi Campbell • Laura Campbell • Nick Campbell • Patric Campbell • Campbell Family Charitable Fund • Macen Cancino • Howard Cann • Cantuczone Family Charitable 
Fund • Nicholas Capalbo • Caplin Foundation • Vincent Carbaugh • Randall Carey • Friends from Carhartt • John Carle • Brian Carlton • David Carney • Jerry Carovillano • Siobhan Carpenter 
• Arturo Carrillo & David Mizener • Bonnie Carroll & Roy Cooper • Cody Carroll • Wendy Carruthers & Alistair Smith • John Carter • Jack Carvalho, Managing Director - Private Wealth 
Advisor • Carylon, Julius & Marcie Hemmelstein Foundation • Jessica Case • Shaun Casey & Loryn Powell-Casey • Jacques Caspi • Erin & Ben Casselman • John & Nancy Cassidy 
• Costanza Castelnuovo-Tedesco • Penny & Bruce Castlemeyer • David Castro & Renee Ridolfi • Richard Cates • Cates/Warren Family Fund • Sherry Catlett • CDSR Foundation 
• Central Catholic High School • Cerritos College Police Department • Jennie Chabon • Thalia Chai-Zhang • Angelo Chan & Frederick Werthem • Anita Chang • Joanne Chang • Charity On 
Top Foundation, Inc. • Andrew Charles • Charles & Susan Pickhardt • Charles Hazlehurst • Moura Family Foundation • ChartHop Donation Match • Chase Family Foundation • Laura Chassagne 
• Yatin Chawathe • Kevin Chen • Steven Chen, In Honor of Father Michael Zampelli, SJ Geoff Chi-Johnston • Chicago Community Foundation • Chickpea Giving Account • Evan Childs 
• Sherri Chinski • Vonda Chisholm • Susan & Jack Choquette • Robert Boho • David Boor • Lori Burch • Sayre Burch • Doesky Brown • Benzo Brown • Brett & Dyana Brown 
• David Brown • Jeffrey Brown • Marcus Brown • William Brown • Kyle Bruck • Brunswick School • Kenneth Brun • Debbie & Steve Bryant • Ruth Bryson & Jocelyn Tseng • Nat Buchbinder & 
Talia Stacks • Kevin Buchheit • Samantha Buckley • Buddhist Churches of America • Clara Buenzow • Edmund Bujalski • Andrew Butha • Lorie Burch • Peter Burford & Alice Sieger 
• Ryan Burrow • Emily Burson • Alice & Michelle Burton • Crossroads Trading Co • Sandy Buscemi & Lorrie Norrington • Cosi Family • Stephanie Bush • Chris Bustrak • Amanda Butler 
• Brenda Butler • Cora Butler • Nathan Button • David Buxton • Alice Byowitz • Byron Family Fund • Branden Cabading • Carolyn & Christophe Cadiou • Caitlin Rotke • Dominique 
Calabrese • Margot Calabrese • Phyllis Calabrese • Calkins Lien Giving Fund • Stephanie Calahan • Betsy Cameron • Thomas Cameron • David & Sherri Campbell • Kristi Campbell 
• Laura Campbell • Nick Campbell • Patric Campbell • Campbell Family Charitable Fund • Macen Cancino • Howard Cann • Cantuczone Family Charitable Fund • Nicholas Capalbo 
• Caplin Foundation • Vincent Carbaugh • Randall Carey • Friends from Carhartt • John Carle • Brian Carlton • David Carney • Jerry Carovillano • Siobhan Carpenter • Arturo Carrillo 
& David Mizener • Bonnie Carroll & Roy Cooper • Cody Carroll • Wendy Carruthers & Alistair Smith • John Carter • Jack Carvalho, Managing Director - Private Wealth Advisor 
• Carylon, Julius & Marcie Hemmelstein Foundation • Jessica Case • Shaun Casey & Loryn Powell-Casey • Jacques Caspi • Erin & Ben Casselman • John & Nancy Cassidy 
• Costanza Castelnuovo-Tedesco • Penny & Bruce Castlemeyer • David Castro & Renee Ridolfi • Richard Cates • Cates/Warren Family Fund • Sherry Catlett • CDSR Foundation 
• Central Catholic High School • Cerritos College Police Department • Jennie Chabon • Thalia Chai-Zhang • Angelo Chan & Frederick Werthem • Anita Chang • Joanne Chang • Charity On 
Top Foundation, Inc. • Andrew Charles • Charles & Susan Pickhardt • Charles Hazlehurst • Moura Family Foundation • ChartHop Donation Match • Chase Family Foundation • Laura Chassagne 
• Yatin Chawathe • Kevin Chen • Steven Chen, In Honor of Father Michael Zampelli, SJ Geoff Chi-Johnston • Chicago Community Foundation • Chickpea Giving Account • Evan Childs 
• Sherri Chinski • Vonda Chisholm • Susan & Jack Choquette • Robert Boho • David Boor • Lori Burch • Sayre Burch • Doesky Brown • Benzo Brown • Brett & Dyana Brown 
• David Brown • Jeffrey Brown • Marcus Brown • William Brown • Kyle Bruck • Brunswick School • Kenneth Brun • Debbie & Steve Bryant • Ruth Bryson & Jocelyn Tseng • Nat Buchbinder & 
Talia Stacks • Kevin Buchheit • Samantha Buckley • Buddhist Churches of America • Clara Buenzow • Edmund Bujalski • Andrew Butha • Lorie Burch • Peter Burford & Alice Sieger 
• Ryan Burrow • Emily Burson • Alice & Michelle Burton • Crossroads Trading Co • Sandy Buscemi & Lorrie Norrington • Cosi Family • Stephanie Bush • Chris Bustrak • Amanda Butler 
• Brenda Butler • Cora Butler • Nathan Button • David Buxton • Alice Byowitz • Byron Family Fund • Branden Cabading • Carolyn & Christophe Cadiou • Caitlin Rotke • Dominique 
Calabrese • Margot Calabrese • Phyllis Calabrese • Calkins Lien Giving Fund • Stephanie Calahan • Betsy Cameron • Thomas Cameron • David & Sherri Campbell • Kristi Campbell 
• Laura Campbell • Nick Campbell • Patric Campbell • Campbell Family Charitable Fund • Macen Cancino • Howard Cann • Cantuczone Family Charitable Fund • Nicholas Capalbo 
• Caplin Foundation • Vincent Carbaugh • Randall Carey • Friends from Carhartt • John Carle • Brian Carlton • David Carney • Jerry Carovillano • Siobhan Carpenter • Arturo Carrillo 
& David Mizener • Bonnie Carroll & Roy Cooper • Cody Carroll • Wendy Carruthers & Alistair Smith • John Carter • Jack Carvalho, Managing Director - Private Wealth Advisor
Beacons (continued)

Noelle Clemons • Nancy & Robert Cleveland • Clinton Family Fund • Friends of CNP Financial Group • Cocatalyst Impact • Codename Entertainment
Cody Foundation • Joshua Coffey • Maxwell Cohen • Nathaniel Cohen & Lynn Parsheghan • Stephanie Cohen • Darlene & Alan Cohn • Shannon Coit • Brook Colangelo & Keith Whelan
Ryan Colburn • Jason Cole & David Rusch • Ashley Coleman • Elise Coleman • John Coleman • Kelly Collier • Andrew Collins • Columbia School District • Community & Marketing Insights
Team • Community Foundation of Western Massachusetts • Julia Condro • Friends of Conductor, Inc. • Spike Connelly • James & Marsha Conner • Jacqueline Cook • Ron Connolly
Jay McKee Cooper • The McKee Cooper Family • Cooper Family Charitable Fund • Kelsey Copeland • Friends of Corium, LLC • Lucie Correa-Kendall • Celeste Cosgrove • Kevin Costley
Rita Couch • Brian Courtney • Thomas Courtney & Phuong-Vien Nguyen • Yvonne Coventry • Anthony Cowan • Michael Cowan • Cox Family Global Improvement Fund • Friends of
Crafted Hospitality • Cranaleith Foundation • Donna & Stephen Craven • Credera Enterprises Company • Robin Cretelli • Tom Croft • Eileen Cronin • Cronin-Hurst Family • Georgianna Crosby
Patrick Crosson • Alan Croteau & Derek DeFreece • Rob Crow • Bryan Croyde • Matthew Cuffeage • Eddie & Elizabeth Cuevaes • Nathan Culberson • Joseph Curely • Friends at Curwaks
Friends at Curology Inc. • Jamie Cwurlewiski • Adam Cwiksinski • George D'Amore • Richard D'Avino & Pamela Murphy • Christine D'reciole • Sarah D'Morias • E. Gerald Dabbs • Dinah Daboud
Jonathan Dabney • Robert Dahnke • Ryan Dallege • Damien Hunsaker Memorial Fund • Jayne & Sean Dandley • Kelly Daniel • Daniel Legacy Foundation • Scott Daniels Donor Account
Dart • Jyothi Das • Aili Dasaiveira • Dave & Kathi Thomas Giving Tree • David & Debra Czech Charitable Fund • David William Upham Foundation • David Y & Brenda C Huang Fund
Tara & Thomas Davids • Vaughan Davies & Barry Wiener • Anastasias Davis • Charles Davis • David Davis & Bradford Wilson • Katherine Davis • Ryan Solynjttes • Dayton Foundation
Donald Dazzo • Sandra de Biliencourt • Anne & Pierre de Villemejane • Jessica Dearien • Deck Nine Games • Daniel DeCoux • Rui DeGouveia & John Raney • Joshua Dela Cruz • Anne Delaney
Shawnna DelHiero • Steve Delozier • Erin Deruggiero • Suzanne Desforges • Christian Desjardins • Karen Detlefson • Karen Thor & John Tan • Steve Dettelbach • Devlin Family Charitable Gift Fund
Roshni Devulikia & Jay Shetty • Mandie Devos • Criston DeVan • Luke deWilde • Brian Dhatt • James P. Digan • Vanessa & Tom Dillof • Molly & Christopher Dillon • Christopher DiMattia
George Dimitrov • Friends at Dine Brands Global Foundation Inc. • Angelo DiPietroantonio • Direct Supply • Michael Dively • Jane & Dan Dixon • Will Doer • Scott Domann • Donald & Sylvia
Robinson Family Foundation • Kim & William Donovan • Anna, Eve & Joe Dorman • Douglas Doty • Doy & Margaret McCay Family Foundation • Dave Drake • Donald Drapeau
Drs. Steven J. & Sarah M. Wilhelm Giving Fund • Brittny Drye • Duboise Family Foundation • Lindsey Dueck • Liam Duffy • Brian Duggan • Peter Dunham • Michael Dunn • Charles Dunst
DUO Charitable Foundation • Olivia Durkin • Rosanna Durruthy • Kara Dusterhoft • Dwayne Wade Family Foundation • Ellen, Molly & Tom Dwyer • Karen Dyer • James Dygas &
Thomas Knibbs • Patrick Egleman & Jim Tanselle • Michele Edelman • Daniel Eder & Laura Peracchio • Joanna Edell • Edgewater Candles Team • Andrew Edison & Donna Lax-Edison
Eric & Jennifer Edstrom • Izaak & Tanuja Edvalson • Will Edwards • Eggers Family Foundation • Keira Eggleston • Daniel & Judith Ehrlich • Edward Eigerman & Anna Fader
Johannes Eljembret & Wiebe Tinge • Anne-Marie Eileras • Christopher Elbow • William Elmer • Elitc Family Fund • Steven & Mitzi Elkes • Jen Elliswood • Mark Ellis • Elo Family Foundation
Craig Elsinger & Kent Rice • Jessie & Kelsey Turner • Brandt Elster & Roger Price • Emerson Electric • Emory University • Monica Enand & Sanjay Natarajan • Endowment • Efriigne Engelhardt
WP Engine • Stephen Enochson • Rob Eppin • Jacob Epstein • Friends at Erasermic Zine • Eric P. & Evelyn E. Newman Foundation • Troy Erickson • Friends of Erin's Faces • Jim & Susie Erlinger
Dan Esrey • Friends of Ess-a-Bagel • Cassandra Estep & Brian McDowell • Connie Etheridge • Evan & Barbara Bell Charitable Foundation • J Scott Evans • Matthew Evans • Friends of Evil Genius
Beer Company • David Ewing • Ewing Family Foundation • Excelsior Giving Fund • Friends at Exozic, Inc • Savannah Fabian • Harry & Elizabeth Facher • Joe Fadness • Ian & Karen Fagan
Mary Fairbanks • FalCathy Foundation • Vyas Family Foundation • Farbolin Family Foundation • Edmund Fargher • Frederick Farrar • Adrienne Farrell • Megan Farrell • Kevin Farren
Katie & Ed Farrey • Friends of Fashion Brand Company Inc. • Fashion Group Foundation • Faze Clan • Friends of Federal Realty Investment Trust • Meyer Feditda • Nicole Fedorowicz
Alex Feldman & Julia Whitworth • Loraine Fenton • Omar Fernandez & Wenchao Wang • Marc Fichera • Fields Galley Private Foundation • Danny Figueroa • Fine & Greenwald Foundation, Inc.
Beacons (continued)

Jan Finley, Jena Finley & Brook Nichols • First Church In Windsor • First Congregational Church of Madison • First Onsite Team • First United Church of Christ • First United Methodist Church of Bloomington • Andrew Fischer • Delaney Fischer • Nathan Fisher • Sean Fitzgerald & Mark Willett • Five Little Monkeys • Five-String Charitable Fund • Stephanie Fleming • Brian & Emily Fletcher • Brian Flikkema • Terence Floen & Reid Fisher • Greg Flynn & Duane Webb • Whitney Flynn • Teressa Foglia • Caitlin Foht • Michael Folin • Dennis Fong • Joe Fonseca • Barbara & Richard Fontaine • Forgas Family Charitable Fund • Howard Forman • Jodie Foster & Alexandra Hedison • Madison Fougere • Friends of Foundershield Diversity Council • Carol Fox & Kris Symer • Nikolas Fox • Kim Fox-Gunderson • Francis & Loretta Hung Foundation • Brenna & Daniel Frandsen • Frank Pace, Jr. Foundation • Amanda Franks • Douglas Frantz • Shelly Frasco • Fred H. & Mary S. Dore Foundation • Clover & Matthew Frederick • Aubyn & Elizabeth Freed • John Freed • Aaron Freimark & Sandra Mkelv • Kathrine Freire • Friday Pattern Company Team • Dianne Friedman • Allyson Friel • Elizabeth & Thomas Fries • Kenneth Frieze • Pierre Frinault • Debra Froerer • Walter Frye • Joffrey Furhner • Emily Fuller • Friends of FullWell • Maximilian Fusaro • G & R Quiat Family Foundation • G. Christopher Hammet • Angie Galminis • Robert Galishoff • Matt Gallagher • Peter Gallagher • Cesar Gallegos • Adam Gallistel • Scott Gallaway • Michael Gambardella • Friends of GAMMA Sports • Jackie Garber • Terra Garcia • Friends of Garden of Life DESI Committee • Anthony Gardner • Laura & Grant Gardner • Madeline Gardner • Christos Garkinos • Reide L Garnett • Kevin Garvy • Julie Gaston • Sharon Gauthier • James Gaynor • Golden Gems • Joy Gen Nakamura • John Genovese • James Gent • George S. Anderson Memorial Fund • Georges & Germaine Fusenot Charity Foundation • Friends of GEUP • Victoria Gercans • Barry Gershuny • Colin Geskin • Ghedia Giving Fund • The Freedom Scholarship Fund • Erin Gibbons • Friends of Gigi ASM • Ronald Gies • Eli Gill • Barbara Ginsberg & Ira Schreck • Steven Ginsberg & Stephen Tropiano • Girl Scout Troop 14631 • Girl Scouts of Greater Atlanta • Kate Glass • Barry & Deborah Glick • Jun Goeku • Raymond Goetz • Brian Goff • GoFundMe Team • American Family Institute for Corporate and Social Impact • Evan Goldberg • Brett Goldblatt • Stephanie Gorton • Samantha Goldstein & David Newman • Maggie Goldstone • Tammy Good • Patrick Goodwin • Dean Gootee • Bridget Gordon • Eddie Gore • Jeff & Nate Gorham • Melanie Goss • Mary Elizabeth & Robert Gosselin • Candice Gottlieb-Clark & Marshuri Clark • Friends at The Gottman Institute, Inc • Julie & Michael Graef • Cayla Graffis • Alan Graham • Melissa Graham • Corinne Grant • Dana Grassi • Friends of Grata Inc. • Gravity Between Us Zine • Greely Middle School • Dylan Green • Nicholas Green • Green Goose Fund • Green Valley High School • Joni Greenspan & Dan Lenchner • Sarah Greenspan • Leanne Greer • Jason Grenfell-Gardner • Nancy Griffith • Peter Grim • Grinstead Family Fund • Grogan Family Fund • Matthew Gromada & Javier Lopez-Molina • Judith Grossman • Philip Harris • Pace Groups • Grymes Fund • Jill Guenzu • Evan Guillen • Nick Stern • Gail & Yogesh Gupta • Jeffrey Gustafson • Guthrie Foundation • Alison Guttermen • Phillip Guttilla • Daniel Guzman • Mary Haaser • Kelly Haberkorn • Robert Hacker • Stacey Hafers • Scott Hagely • Kimberly & Alon Haim • Ziv Haklili • Alicia Hale • Tara Halladay • Jane & Simon Hallett • Austin Hammerick & Eric Weitzel • Kevin Hamilton • Jason Hammack • Briden Hammond • David Hammer • Karlee Hancock • Bryan Hankins • Holden Hankins • Joseph Hanley • Samuel Hann • Frederic Happy • Preethi Harbuck • Stephen & Paula Harl • David Harley • Brian Selznick • Marti Harlow & Stella Theodoulou • Mary Jean & David Harper • Nick Harper • Adam Harris • Mustapha Imam • Harry Lieberman Foundation • Harry W. Lange Fund • Kenneth Hart • Reese Hart • Kris & Andy Hartman • KJ Hartnett • Kent Harvey • Barry Naik • Tom Harvey • Leah Hassen • Jarom & McKaya Hatch • Friends at Havenly • Kimberly Havlin • Eugene C. Hawkins • Phyllis Hawks • Friends of HBK Engineering, LLC • Icons Healers • Eden Health • April & Ryan Healy • Healy-LaBuda Charitable Fund • Susan Hearns • Elizabeth Hebert • Robin Hecht • Mel Helfetz • Allan Heinberg • Ann Helms, M.D. • Lynn Helseth • Andy Hendricks • Connie Hendry • Henry L. Kimelman Family Foundation • Nancy & Tom Henthorn • Benjamin Henty • Alexander Herder • Marilu Hernandez • Gillian Herrin • Chad Hessoum • Sydney Hetrick • Friends of HOA • Eva Hicks • Paige Higgins • Higgins Family Foundation • High Mountain Presbyterian Church • Briania Hildt • Julie & Thomas Hill • Laurie Hill • Hill Top Preparatory School • Brenda Hinds • Earl Hines • Armin & Esther Hirsch Foundation • Jeffrey Hirschman • Hittman Family Foundation • Gun Ho Lee • Lisa & Ron Hodge • Steven Hodgson • Barrett Hoffner • David Hogan • Anne Unger Holland • Jennifer Holland • Steven Holley • Scott Hollmann • Jenna Holmes • Shelia Holmes • Ari & Lauren Holtzblatt • Micheal Hooker • Edward Hoplock Jr • Alan Ferretti Horst • Horton Family Foundation • Adam Houghton • Bethany, Tony, Jackson, Sophia & Isabella Howard
Beacons (continued)

Andrew Howe • Philip Hu • Huang-Sommer Family Donor Advised Fund • Michael Hubbard • Jon Huddie • Huey & Angelina Wilson Foundation • Tom Hunden • Kenneth Hung • Helen Hunt
Taylor Hunt • Caitlin Hunter • Courtney Huot • Jacob Hurwitz • In Honor of Rodd Hurt • Michael Icore • Ithig Family • Minu Im • ImCade • Sara Imershien • Immaculate Conception Church
Jennifer Ingram • Ingram Family Foundation • Ink’d by Jasmine • Integral Group • Friends at IntelliDyne LLC • Friends of INTENTIONALLY BLANK • Friends at Seer Interactive • Interplay Team
Friends at ironNet Cybersecurity • Caitlin Irwin • Elijah Izzy • Jack & Evelyn Fusan Charitable Fund • Carmen Jackson • Dylan Jackson • Jacob 219 Fund • Josh Jacobs & Amy Behrens
Vicki Jacobs • Jacobs Family Charitable Donor Advised Fund • Dylan Jaffe • Robert Jagnow • Amanda Jain • Darcy James • Jaleel James • James & Martha Meyer Charitable Family Fund
John Jansing • Cecile Janssens • Narmin Jarrous • Andrew Jarvis • Sophia Jazaeri • Friends of JCL Design LLC • Jeffrey & Carol Simon Philanthropic Fund • Jeld Charitable Foundation
Paul Jellison • Nina Jelovac • Gary Jensen • David Jezziern • On behalf of Lavender Jihan • Jill M Schultz Memorial Fund • Friends at JK Group Inc. • John & Susanna Quinn Charitable Fund
John W. Stewart III Gay & Lesbian Equality Fund • Gerald Johnson • Marsha Johnson • Paul Johnson • John Robinson • Shelli Johnson • Sierra Johnson • Zachary Johnson • Jay Johnson & Tom Cashin • Jeffrey Johnston • Jennifer Jolicoeur • Joyce Jolin • Adam Jones & Timothy Snead • Elliott Jones • Sheraton Jones • Taylor Jones • Ayo Jordan-Jones • Joseph Deslogo, Jr.
Family Charitable Fund • Joshua Ortiz Memorial Fund • Mary Jouett • Nicolas Jourdan • JR Jennings Fund • JSP Family Foundation • Ruben Jubinsky & Ian McWilliams • Larry Juhl • Julia Heil
Julie Anne & Timothy Ryan Farrell Fund • Julie Button & Samuel Pearson Giving Fund • Mica Junot • Friends of Just Games Rochester LLC • Joshua Justis • K.H. Win & Andrea Manson Krueger
Foundation • Sami & Shantel Kader • Meredith Kadlec & Michelle Paradise • Ruthie Kalai • Angela & Nicholas Kalayjian • Amy Kales • Jeff Kalinowski • Bilge Kalyno • Theo Kamholz
Krista Kane • Kaplan Kirsch & Rockwell Community Fund • Sharad & Stella Kapur • Ben & Jess Karas • Karen & Fred Decadion Foundation • Chelsea Kasen-Kells • Mary Kaschuba • Kathryn E Carnegie • Revocable Trust • Christina Katz • Andy Kavalo • Elim Kay • Michelle Kaye & John Waldrop • Kate Kears • Jason Kehrli • Suzy Kellman • Ken & Howard Kellman • Paul Kemble • Kim Kennedy • Will Kennedy • Veronica & Mark Kent • William Kent • Beth & Laney Kenwood • Kathy Kerby & Ben Littauer • Joseph Kerr • Peter Kesaris
Kesselman Family Foundation • Kevin Kieda • Ann Kienzie • Doug Kincade • William Kindler • Kinetic Brands • Bruce King • Kelly-Jo King • William Kingore • Alyson Kinkade • Rajeev & Sonia Kinca • Heather Kirby • Shawn Kirkham • Kerry Kirstein • Daniel Kissner • Friends of KitchenKatz Twitch Community • Riesa Klapproth • Rachel Klein • Donna M. Kletjian 2014 Charitable Lead Trust • Phillip Klenweno & Alain Verscheure • Lisa & Brian Klingbeil • Bruce Klinger & Frank Shanbacker • Danielle Knight • Darcy Knight • Knowledge Freedom Foundation Catherine Knuth • Maximilian Kober • Andrew Koch • Trevor Koehne • Kolasa Foundation • Lisa & Richard Kolllins • Brett Kollmann • Gina Koltes • Mark Koper • Michelle Kopf • Katy Korby Demos Kouvaris • Elise Koven • Andrew Koy • Jeffrey Kramer • John Kras • Melissa Kraus • Jeffrey Krait & Ellen Pearl-Krait • Barbara & Robert Kreider • Robbie Kruitjoff & Ryan Ross Michael Krupka • Matt Kucik • Thomas Kula • Barry Kummer • Chris Kemsher • Christopher Kunkel • Kathryn Kurtz • KWK Giving Fund • Ronald Kwok • Kyuper Family Foundation • Lucy Labate Xavier Labatlie & Carly Triche • George Labelia • Lisa Labowitz • Elisabeth Ladwig & David Goodwin • Akbar Silver Lake • Kate & Tom Lakin • Peter Lam • Gillian Lambert • George Lamesch
Friends of Land O’Lakes Pride Alliance • Lander Family Charitable Foundation • Bluestone Lane • Jessica Lane • Peter Davis Lang • Victoria Langlois • Cortlin Lannin • Lanzillotta Family Charitable Fund • Alice Larson • Matthew Larson • Michael Larson • Melissa Lau • Lauderdale-Zuspan Giving Fund • Launchsquads LLC • Francesca LaVecchia • Thomas Lavin Andrew Lazenby • Bi Le • Haverhill Leach • John Leachfeldt • Mark Leavitt • Leavy-Galin-Knight Family • Christine Lebrun-Dykeman • Eileen Leddy • James Lee • Kevin Lee & Michelle Wong Rick Lee • Legacy Collective • Keith Legg • Nancy Leibowitz • Laurence Leive • Natalie & Evan Lennick • Mauricio Leon • Rachael Leonard • Sylvia Leppo • Mark Lescroart • Tobias Levin Levinson Family Foundation • Frier Levet • Michael Levy • AJ & Michelle Liens • James Levy • Stephen Lichota • Bjorn & Michele Liencres • LifeRay Foundation • Frances Lim-Liberty • Alex Lincoln • Janet Linder & Elena Miser • Joe Lindfelde & Heber Sanchez • Phillip Lindow • Charlotte & Douglas Lippert • Lisa Williams Charitable Fund • Giles Little • Jason Little Little Stream Fund • Marshall Littman • Friends at Liverpool FC NY Supporters Club • Speros Livieratos • Ricardo Locci • Stephen Loch & James Scalzitti • Friends at Lodestone
Beacons (continued)

Coffee & Games LLC • John Loeb • Thomas & Nancy Lofredo • Kenneth Logan • Karen & Sharon Lohbeck • Chris Lominska • David Long & Starane Shepherd • David Longo • Amy Lopez
Emily Loredo • House of Compassion HSID • William Lorie • Lorna Patricia Jones Charitable Fund • Christopher Lotz • Justin Louden • Louis & Helen Fanaroff Foundation • Jeni & John Love
Kelly Love • Lower Moreland Township School District • Lowry Parcide Team • Amanda Loyd • Loyola University • Jeffrey Luk • Melissa Lukeson • Friends at iunemonsics Inc • Todd E. Lundell
Karen Lundy • Mr. Charles Kinfolk Loung • Hannah Lydell • Kevin Lydon • Brendan Lynch • Judy & Charlie Lynch • Warren Lyndes • Tommie M • Maayan Dauber • Sam MacCulho
Daniel MacGregor • Calina Madden • Sara Made • The Semi-Tropic • Anna Marie Magro • William Magruder • Carrie Mahan • ThomasMahon • Makoff Family Foundation • Greg & Mardee Malakar • Ryan Malek • Ashley Malinowski • Sara Malone • Daniela Manfredi • Clodagh & Tommy Mann • Dawn Manos • Pete Manzo • Friends of Marianna Volunteer Fire Company
Paul Maricocchi • Linda Marino • Julie Mark • Mark Heiman Family Foundation • Gary Marker • Todd & Tracy Markley • Steven Markov & Jeffrey Melesi • Dylan Marks • Helena Marks •
James Martin • Marlow-Jones Family Fund • Nurse Huckleberry • Ben Marsh • Don Marshall • Linda Marshall • Marcia Marshall • Melissa Marshall • Pierre Martichoux • Brett Martin
James Martin • Suzanne Martinez • Jamila Martinez-VanDien • Rebecca Martinovich • Deanne Martinson • Andrew Marx • Mary Jane H. & Peter Dapuzzo Family Foundation • Mary Lee’s Desserts • Mary Lou Lemon Foundation • Merrimath Gladston • Gudrun Mason • Janet & Mark Mason • Jennifer Matsuru • Anuraag Mattapally • Christine Matthews • Michael Matvienko
Stephanie Maxwell • Maxwell O. Waite Charitable Fund • Erin May • Jeff Maydev • Steven Mayer • Mayfield Junior School • Art Mbanefo • Philip McCauli • Mara McClain • Ann Mcloskey
Brandon McCormick • Robert McCormick • Justin McCoy • Michael McCray • Joy McCrea • McCue • Brian McDonald • J Cooper McDonald • John McDonald • Robert McDonald & Wayne Slobon • McDonald Family Fund • Jason McDonough • Susan McEwen-Flial • Melinda McFarland • Joseph McLinchney • David McGuire • Robert McKague • Tammy McKay
McKay Family Charity Fund • Thomas McKeown • Christina McKinnon • Jane & Peter McLaughlin • McLean Foundation • Shanda McMonigal • John McNaughton • Jamin & Ann McNeil
Andrew McPherron • Michael Meade • Friends of Media IQ Digital • Sara Medina-DeVilliers • Friends at Medline Industries • Vik Mehta • Juan Pablo Mejia • William Melcher • Jed Melnick
Jennifer Meltzer • Andrea Mendez • Bo Méndez • Casey Menish • Larri Merritt • Timothy Messier & Tara Marchionna • Meatal Foundation • Haley Miano & Robert Kuge • Michael Duntz
Crisis Foundation, Inc. • Michael S Hollins Foundation • Amanda Michalka • Rebecca & Dennis Middleton • Brianna Mildenhall • David Miles • Judy Miles & Renata Alw • Andrew Miller
Brian & Catharon Miller • Chris Miller • Samuel Miller • Susan Miller • Miller Family Charitable Fund • Millman Family Fund • E Milton • Milton & Ruth Berman Family Foundation • Suyoy Min
Vanita Mishra • Scott Mitchell & Ed Nepp • MMX Studios • Mo & Cher Willems Foundation • Modern Folk Embroidery • Amy Monge • Chris Monnat • Amy Monroe • Dillen Montag
Ben Montalbaron • Michael Montoya & Steven Pecoraro • Julian Moor • Lois Moore • Alfred & Victoria Mordecai • Amy Morgan • David Morgan • Ian Morich • Danielle Morris • Kelly Morris
Andrew Morrison • Jon Morrow • Bradley Morton • Elaine Moss • Friends at Motive Group Inc • Phillip Motzak • Evar Moughon • Emily Mozoki • Mr. & Mrs. Lanzillotta • Friends of MTM, Inc.
MTT Fanart Book 2022 • Friends of Muck Rack • Joshua Mueller • Mufson Family Foundation • Shane Mullanine • Deb Muller • Casey Mulroy • Multivac Cares Foundation • Murdy Foundation
Brian Murphy • Gerri, Jack & Terri Murphy • Nicholas Murphy • Heidi & Brian Murray • Jacqueline Murray • James Murray • Christiana & Kimbal Musk • Mydar Foundation • Solmaz Nabiop
Niail Napiar • Kes Narbutas • Jessica Nardo • Barbara Nash • Robert Nasser • Derek Naten • Bill & Carrie Neal • Charles Neal • Needham High School • Franci Neely • Mike Nelson
Robert Nelson • Patrick Ness • John Nester • Daniel Neumann • The Newman Family • Friends at NewRez LLC • Michael Niemienc • Alec Niketas • Niner Foundation • Nisenson/Sodnicar Family
Paul Nobles • Kate Noel • Zachary Nolan • Joani Noneman • Philipp Goeckke & Julie Norris • Northeast Magnet High School • Northville Public Schools • Norwalk High • Not Your Bro
Bill & Fran Novelli • Lachlan Nutting • Jamie O’Brien • Jack O’Connor • Jon O’Dee • Matthew O’Hayre & Catherine Stewart • Katherine & Michael O’Leary • Jared & Patrick O’Neil
Katherine O’Neill • Thomas O’Reilly • Margaret O’Sullivan • Chad Oakley • Mary & Nytasha Obasi • Joeh & Nancy Oberholtzer • Thomas Obrien • Eddie October • Melora Ode • Caroline Ogata
Vanessa Ogles • Jan O’Leary • Nathaniel Oleson • Alejandra Olivera • Bryuce Olsen • Marcella Olson • Amy Omand • Friends of One Minute To Midnight • Sara Ong • Sebastian Ontiveros
Beacons (continued)

Onyx Centersource • Tony Origlio • Elliott Orlove • Molly Orsborn • Linda Hammert Ory • Julian Osorio • Friends of Otsego Pride Alliance, in memory of Kota Kool • Samuel Otterman

Don Otvos • Peter Ouimet • Our Change Foundation • Friends of Out! Bowling League, Addison II • Friends of The Outloud Group • Karen Overkamp & Scott Rosenbloom • Janet Owen

Helen Owens • Hazel P • Friends at PAGE AlmaCon • Kim Pagotto • Caroline Pahl • Brad & Kimberly Paisley • Charles Palmer • Richard Palmer • Terry Palmitier • Friends of PAN Communications, Inc • Mauna Pandya • Andrew & Samuel Pang • Robert Paradue • Mickey Parish • Richard Parritz • Fashion Footwear • Pat & Mary McFawn Family Foundation

Paul & Priscilla Connolly Family Charitable Fund • Da Palul • Sarah Paulos • Payev Family Foundation Fund • Payne Family/Tahoe Blue Foundation • Dana Pearl • Pearl & Alan Seidman Charitable Fund • Amy Pearson • Friends of Preakness Pride, Inc • Warm Peet Pegay systems Team • Cheryl Peisach • Ralph Pelliccio • Clark Pellett & Robert Kahl • James Pelusi

David Pennington • Jim Perakis • Joshua Perez • Noah Perez-Silverman • Anthony Pergola • Sonja Perkins • Peter Pekowski • Jasmine Perrier • Daniel Perrin • James & Lydia Perry

Christine & John Peschier • Peter Johnson Charitable Fund • Analytics Demystified David Peterson • Katelyn Peterson • Peterson Family • Robert Petris & Scott Sapperstein • Angela Pfeiffer

Timothy Pfeiffer • Regina Phelps • Philadelphia Insurance Companies • Philip I. Kent Foundation • Friends of Phoenix International Publications, Inc • Heather Pierce • Kay Pieringer

Leanne Pietrasinski • Spencer Pigg • Pilot House • Pinnacle Actuarial Resources • Devon Piraux • Kristina Pisanelli • Anna Pissnatzky • Kara, Kathryn, Michael & Tessa Pizzo

The Pizzurro Family • David Plantinga • Rayna Fletcher • PM-Johnson Family Donor Account • Leah Podratz • Madelyn Poer • Hannah & Maddie Bogoda • Madeleine Bogoda Point House Fund • Lupit Pole • Poland Capital Diversity Fund • Charles Pollock Fund • Robert Pontarelli • Mike Pontiello • Carolyn Pope • Jill Pope • Gregory Porter • Patricia Porter

Chalap Potheikamjorn • Dina Habib Powell • Principle Studios • Brian Power • Sarah & Thomas Powers • Yvonne Pra • Paul Pearl • Sashan Prasad • Brandt Prather • Taryn Pratt

Terese Presel • Erin Prest • Matt Price • Bernadette Priest • Friends at Princeton Day School • Eric Pringle • Prism Advisors Charitable Fund • Matt Pritchard • Propel Peganannock

Friends at PS 229 • The Tetsak Family • Bill Pullen • Caroline & Rick Purvis • Mark Puskarich & John Tonnisson • Joanna Puterbaugh • Queens Metropolitan HS • Quest Diagnostics Team

James Quinlivan • Matthew Quinn • Jayson Quon • Ryan Rafferty • Rajan Danam Fund • Margaret Rajski & Paul Colin • Anand Ramamoorthy • Ramiro G. Peru Charitable Fund • Amy & James Ramsey • Steven Ran • Jason Ramei & Meghan Slipka • Shawn Ranso & Shane Wolfe • Steven Raps • Leonor & Eric Ratiff • Andrea Ravert • Lila Ravichandran

Carolyn R Rawle • Oliver Raymond • Monica Raynor • Bradley Ream • Claudia Rebaza • Adam & Lori Redman • Susan Redman • Barby & Steve Reece • Carrie & Jack Reed • Lora Reed

Benjamin Rees • Rees Family Giving Fund • John Regan • Reynard Regenstreif-Harms • Lisa Register • Mark Reicher • Lauren Reid • Lawrence Reid • Robert Reid • Zakary Reimann

Ryan Reine • Oleg Rektun • Renner Fuerer Godmother Fund • Jose Resendiz • Skyler Rey • Cyndi Reynolds • Morgan Reynolds • David Rich • Janelle Rich • Lonnie Rich • Martin Richard Foundation • Richard & Diane Van Grunsven Family Foundation • David Richardson • Jean Richardson • Lyman Richardson • Barbara & Joel Richman • Elizabeth Richter

Karen Riemer • Katy Riley • Lawrence Ring • Laura Ripple • Friends of The Rising Sisterhood • CJ Risman • Riss Foundation • Roger Ritland • David Ritter • Smart Cookie Customers

Shai River • Ellie Rizol • Marc Robbins • Peter Robbins & Page Sargisson • Raymond Robarge • Robert A. Waller Foundation • Robert L Stott Foundation • Thomas Roberts

Jeffrey Robertson • Jill Robertson & Jason Schulte • Robertson-Delagradi Family Fund • Corey Robins & Ryan Vauk • Dustin Robinson • Lindsay Robinson • Ane Rock • Laura Rodnitzky

Carlos Rodrigues • Sandy & Steven Rogelberg • John Rogers • William Rogers • Michele Romaniello • Brianna Romero • Roof Family Charitable Fund • Maya Rooney

Matt Rooney & Andy Torres • Root Insurance • Michelle Rovick • Jeffrey Rose • Jessica Rosen • Friends at ROSEN Skincare • Le V Spiro & Melissa Rosenberg • Paul Rosenblum • Rachel Rosenblum & Beth Springer • Robert Ross • Barry Rosser • Dan Roteman • Rothwell Family Charitable Fund • Christophe Roussel • David Rousseve • Desiree Roy • Sharbani Roy Royle/Rappaport Family Fund • Rubensteins & Skavish Family • Elite Rubin • Emil Rudolph • Sally Rudy • Kirk Ruoff • Cheryl Rust • Carole Ruskovksky • Eileen Ryan • Renee Ryan Luc Ryan-Schreiber • S & P Morris Gift Fund • Rosanna Sabini • Saint John's High School • Sally Foss & James Scott Hill Foundation • Primavera Salva • James Salwen • Sam Simon Charitable
Beacons (continued)

Giving Foundation • Samuel Sampson & Steve Yeager • Noah Samsen • Chad Sandhas • Bonnie & Dan Sandman • Friends at Sandpiper Fund Inc. • Diane Sanfilippo • Michael Santilli
Sandra Santilli • Jared Sapp • Saul & Nellie Axleroad Charitable Foundation • Alan Savada • Jeremiah Szamala • Kyle Scarff • Lynette Scavullo • Gregory Schaeffer • David Schairer
Amanda Schauer • Amy & Cortney Scheeser • Todd Scherzer • Lauren Schiltz • April Schiang • Owyn & Kenneth Schlothan • Eric & Patricia Schmidt • Schmidt Design Group Team
Jeffrey Schmitt • Christopher Schneller • Philip Schoen • Peter Scholl • Schorr Family Foundation • Kate Schroeder • Tracy Schubert • Stephanie Schuetz • Kyle Schulman-Cahn
Marian Schulz • Diana Schumnn • Christopher & Georgie Schutzer • Christopher Schwalbach • Kelsey Scott • Rob Scott • Ronald Scott • Stephen Scott • Scovell Family Charitable Fund
Andrew Scriber • Curtis Scribner • Thomas Scrivener • Zoe Scrivener • Cierra Sears • Seattle Foundation • Jeffrey Sebak • Eiman & Matt Sebalda • Katie & Jim Sebastian • Evan & Tracy Segal
Family Foundation • Philip Seidl • Seidman Family Foundation • Jonathan Seipp • Rahul Sekhar • Denise Selino • Guy Sellers • Alberto Fassiotto Seminario • Tara Semperger • Bryan Senker
Susan Segar • Friends at The Seven Bucks Companies, LLC • The Seventh Station (A BTS Ghibli Zine) • Lauren Shabino • Jamey Shachoy • Gerald & Sherry Shaeffer • Joe Shaffer
Sailaja Shankar • Alison Shapiro • Shapiro/Schwartz Family Fund • Gulia Sharapova • Tanner Shea • Timothy Sheehan • Christopher Sheely • Abdullah Shefa • Lauren Sheppard
Bennie Sheren • Richard Shevak • Dennis Shine • Friends at Shipbop inc • Lindsey Shockley • Show Me Your Mumu • Jasmin Shrestha • Shue Family Charitable Fund • Dan Shugar
Clinton Shultz • Robin & Mel Shuman • Shunpike Charitable Foundation • Sidney Stern Memorial Trust • Friends at Sigma Tau Delta • Gregory Silbert • Sifton Family Foundation
Reynaldo Silva Jr • Dan Silver • Michael Simon • Sharon Sindilari • Randi Singer • Singer Mandel Family Fund • Claire Skiles • Benito Skinner • Richard Skolnik • Skulin Family Foundation
Myra Slabaugh • Carsten Smidt • Bill Smith • Craig & Jeanne Smith • Dorthy Smith • Elizabeth Smith • Eric Smith • Geri & Randy Smith • Michael Smith • Mike Smith & Heather Ward
Pamela Smith • Scott Smith • Stephanie Smith • Yolonda Smith • Kevin Sneader • Sprout Social • Leslie Socol • Sol Cohn Foundation • Robin Soliday • David Solomon
Kathy Solomon • Michael Solomon • Solot & Karp Family Foundation • Friends of Son of Oak Game Studio • Elaine Song • Nicholas Song • Mary Soon Lee & Andrew Moore • Dorothy Sorensen
Sparkjoy Foundation • Julianna Sparrow • Farah & Matthew Speer • Sarah Spencer • Pamela Spillman • Van Spina • Zachary Spuckler • Friends of Squishable • Irwin Srob • Friends of SRK
Kathy Soliman • Michael Solomon • St Matthews United Methodist Church • St. Edmunds Episcopal Parish • Dale & Michael St. Lawrence • St. Mary’s College • Sara Stabelfeldt & Steve Willie • Elizabeth Stafford
Richard Stanhope • Kirk Stark • Todd & Candace Starkey • Mark Stein • Alicia Stella • Matthew Steltzer • Stephen R Head Family Charitable Fund • Elizabeth Stephens • Friends of Stericycle
Cindy Steiner • Stern Family Foundation • Laura Stevens • Susan Stewart • Stifel Nicolaus • Shelley Stiffner • Virginia Stoddard • Jason & Todd Stofflet • Stollettsarak Giving Fund
In Memory of Emily Rose Storm • Robin & Wes Story • Friends of Stoughton Diversity & Inclusion Organization • Daniel Stout • Matt Stout • Richard Feiner & Annette Stover • Natalajie Strand
Friends of Strawbby & Friends • Michael Strich • David Strickler • Kelly Stromberg • Dennis W. Strum • Strat Bar & Club • Jill Stutzman • Jessica Stylges • Damon Suden • Rebecca Sugar
Suire Family • Jonathan Sukup • Todd Sulger • Sullivan Family Giving Fund • Joshua & Rachel Summers • Michael Sun • Friends of Suncrest Hospice • Sam Sundos • Sunflower Foundation
SupercorpZine • Danielle Sutherland • Peter Sutherland • Lisa & Keith Sutton • Jackson Swiler • Friends of Synchro Group • William Synder • T & J Ringo Family Fund • Friends of Tactical Marketing
Tagger Media • Take Action! • Talkeidesk Team • Tampa Bay Buccaneers • Jonathan Tanenbaum • Taxman Family Foundation • Carolyn & William Taylor • Charles Taylor Jean Taylor • Jeff Taylor
• Taylor Family Foundation • Matthew Teague • Tebo Family Impact Fund • Raina Telgemeier • Michael & Judith Tembreull • Anne Tendrick • Bradley Tenenholz • Texas A&M College of Veterinary Medicine & Biomedical Sciences’ Committee for Inclusion, Diversity, Equity & Accountability Team • Christine Thiesing • Friends of Thnk communications
Aiden Thomas • Cynthia Thomas • Leena Thomas • Jack Thompson • Kurt Meinen & Lisa Thompson • Michelle Thompson • Owen Thompson • Thompson Family Charitable Fund • Brad Thor
Richard Thornton • Joshua Torpe • Roger Tranh • Bryan Tidwell • Tim Tillyaev • Friends of Tinker Pride Council • Rachel Topograph • David & Zara Tisch • David Tisdale & Elliott Zivin
Good Today • Haroon Tokie • Luis Tollinche • Douglass Tomlinson • Tompkins Charitable Gift Fund • Tonamara Family Foundation • Tong Family Fund • Tooty McNooty • Torch
Beacons (continued)

Crown Brewing Company • Toro Foundation • Friends of Total Quality Logistics • Jane Toussaint • Tow Foundation • Wolfgang Traber • Claudia Traverso • Judy Tregal • Daniel Tresemer
Trevelyan Family • Tripp Wisehaupt Charitable Fund • Mia Troy • Troy Cichos Family • Friends at Tru Inc. • Joshua Tryon • Jerod Turner • Tyler Family Fund • Nancy Tyrie • David Umbach
Unabridged Software • United Way of Chicago • University Congregational United Church of • Friends at UNTUCKit LLC • Lynnette Unzelman • Friends at Uppercrust LLC • Shannon Utter
TJ Valdez • Paige Valentino • Valhalla Treehouse Fund • Cristianna Valleria • Jennifer Vallez • Karen Van Dyke • Olivia Van Dyke • Van Dyke Family Foundation • Jacques & Kelli van Gool
Jeroen van Meijgaard • Van Metre Family Foundation • Robin & Jeff Vancavagh • Kara Vandas • Jelena Vandenburgh • Lauren Vanier • Amy Vanhoyt-Klipp • Sarah Varela• Ellen Varelas
Heather Vargas • Christopher Vaughn • Chelsea Vessenes • Peter Vessenes • Victoria & David Collins Family Fund of Orange County Community Foundation • Vieira Family Fund
Daniel Vigil • Robert Vines • Keli Viatioli • Steven Voelkening • Patricia & Peter Vollmar • Katheleen & Thomas Vanderbrink • Joseph Vosti • Lisa Vura-Weis • Vyuha Inc.
W.T. Woodson High School • Andrew Wachtfogel • Friends at Wag N Wash • Darrick Wagg • Austin Wagoner • Joan Waitt • Jane & Chris Walker • Leslie Walker • Sara Walker-Phillips
Alison Walter • Karen Walter • Thomas Wamser • Michael Ward • Holly Warriner • Susan & Douglas Warsett • Julia Washburn • Jean & John Wasz • Watchung Hills Regional High School
Jordan Watkins • Christopher Watson • SuperMega • Rachel Webber • Joseph & Felicia Weber Family Foundation • Ariel Webster • David & Davin Wedel • Gadi Weinreich • Jude Weinstein
Friends of Weiss Serota Helfman Cole & Bierman • Sonja S Weissman • Michael Weissmann • Roger Weitz • Kathy & Tom Welch, on behalf of The David Sliff Memorial Foundation
Wayne Welch • Well Tower Charitable Foundation • Betsy Wells • Juliette Wells & Rodney Yoder • Daniel Welsh • Welsh Valley Middle School • Jack Wertherme • Leana Wessels
Autumn West • Friends of West Aurora High School Mental Health Awareness Club • Daniel Westbrock • Paul Westbrook • Carla Westcott • Westminster Presbyterian Church
Elizabeth & Jade Wexler • Jessica Wey • Jacqueline Whaley • Byron Wheeler • Laura & Rick Whipp • Adam Whipple • Brent & Jackie White • Ryan White • Braden Whiteside
Eleanor & Stephen A. Whitney • Trista Widman • John Wieland • David Wiens • Suzanne Wiersum • Joe Wiggleston • Robert Wilder • Troy Wilhelm • Michael Wilkinson
William S. Paley Foundation • Carter Williams • Jamie Williams • Jonathan Williams • Kelly Williams • Shannon Williams • Friends at Williamsville North HS • Barbara & Dave Wilson
Devon J. Wilson, on behalf of the Kiva Foundation • Holly & Jeremy Wilson • Jon Wilson • Ronald Wittgen • Megan Wind-Rotolo • Wine Simonds Family • Leon Winkelmann • Torie Winkler
Philip Winston • WithOthers • Anna Wolf • Michael Wolf • Kelley Wolfe • Women In Wind • Stephen Wong • Martha Wood • Monia & Scott Wood-Prince • Woodsey Family • William Worcester
Friends at WorkRamp Inc • Carter & Wendy Wray • Wright-Hager Foundation • Nancy & Robert Wrigley • William Wunschke • Alan Wyngarden • Lauren Xandra • Xilinx Community Fund
Jessica Yager • Maria Yauger • Amanda Yeaton-Massey & Sha Sha Chu • Christopher Yokoyama • Brian Young • Charles Young • Joshua Young • Mariko Young • Matthew Young
Elishava Yuan • Brent Zacky • George Zakhary • Friends at Zapier Inc • Jessica & Rob Zeaske • Zegar Family Fund • Carol Zehdner • Gregg Zeitlin • Allison Zelby • Karen & Leo Zelevinsky
Sarah Zelman • Yu Zhang • David Zins • Gary Zipfel • Kurt Zumwalt • Friends of Zur Institute • Sarah Zyla • Anonymous (x467)
Foundations & Government Support

We receive essential support from foundations and government agencies who share our commitment to LGBTQ young people. Working together, we sustain and improve our services while helping them meet their priorities and goals.

AHS Foundation • Alpern Family Foundation • Annenberg Foundation • Anthony & Jeanne Pritzker Family Foundation • Broadway Cares / Equity Fights AIDS • Calamus Foundation • Claneil Foundation • Dart Group II Foundation • GPK Foundation • Helene Foundation • James J. McInerney & Gary R. Fafard Foundation • Jewish Teen Foundation of Greater Boston • Keith Haring Foundation • L.E.A.W. Family Foundation, Inc • Laurel Foundation • Morningstar Foundation • Nathan Cummings Foundation, Inc • National Institute for Health Care Management (NIHCM) • New York City Council • New York Community Trust • New York State Department of Health (NYSDOH) • NoVo Foundation • Robert Wood Johnson Foundation • Stonewall Community Foundation • Ten Fingers Private Foundation • Wasily Family Foundation • Wellspring Philanthropic Fund • Whitney E. Houston Legacy Foundation
We partner with some of the world’s most influential companies across industries — from technology, entertainment, and social media, to retail, healthcare, and financial services. Whether industry disruptors or small-but-mighty businesses, our corporate partners drive awareness of our work locally and nationally; provide adult-age employees with competency trainings in LGBTQ identity and suicide prevention; and promote love, acceptance, and hope through award-winning cause marketing campaigns.
Rainbow ($1M+)

Abercrombie & Fitch Management Company • Google.org
Lululemon Athletica Canada Inc • Macy’s Corporate Services
PwC Charitable Foundation • Wizards of the Coast

Premier ($500K+)

Chipotle • Disney • Harry’s Inc • Humble Bundle • Pinterest Inc
Procter & Gamble • Twilio • Wells Fargo Foundation • YouTube

Platinum ($250K+)

Accenture • Activision Blizzard • American Express • AT&T
Calvin Klein • Coca-Cola • David Yurman • Dr. Martens
AIRWAIR LLC • H&M • Hot Topic • Kate Spade New York • Petco
PUMA North America • thatgamecompany • Williams-Sonoma, Inc

Gold ($100K+)

AmerisourceBergen Foundation • Balenciaga • Bank of America • Bliss • Church & Dwight
CVS Health • Datadog • Dutch Bros • Eight Eleven Group • Forever21 • Fossil Inc • Group Nine Media • It’s A 10
Journeys • Kiehl’s USA • Kohl’s • Las Vegas Raiders • Lemonade • Maybelline New York
McKinsey & Company • Meta Platforms, Inc • National Football League • Netflix • Pair of Thieves
Paycom • PGA Tour, Inc • Quay Australia • Qurate Retail Group • Rare Beauty • Shein • TikTok
TJX Foundation • Toyota • UGG • United Airlines • Verizon

Silver ($50K+)

Aeropostale • Amazon Launchpad • Bigo • Billie • Caleres • Cloak Brand • Conscious Step
COS Communications • Dolce Vita • Epic • Ernst & Young • EyeBuyDirect • FedEx • Foundation 43
Guitar Center • HBO • Helen of Troy • HOLDEN • Idea and Design Works • iHeartMedia
IKEA • Instagram • Intel Corporation • Jimmy Choo • Kerastase • Lucky Brand • MOD Pizza
Morphe Cosmetics • NASCAR • Native • Nautica • OPI • ORIX Corporation USA • Panera Bread
Peace Tea • PennyMac • Pokemon Company International • Quicksilver Fund • rue21 • Saks
Fifth Avenue • Select Equity Group Foundation • Sephora • Shake Shack Enterprises, LLC
SteelSeries • Tee Turtle • Thropic Coin • Ulta • Ulta Beauty • Ulta Beauty • Ulta Beauty • Ulta Beauty
...
Bronze ($25K+)

- 7-Eleven
- About Face
- ACURE
- Alight Solutions
- Apple Attic Salt
- Baker Hughes
- Beauty For All Industries
- BJ's Restaurants, Inc
- Books-A-Million
- Brew Dr. Kombucha
- Bristol-Myers Squibb
- Brooks Automation
- Calm.com
- Coinopco
- Cole Haan
- Credo Beauty
- Diebold Nixdorf
- Digital Extremes
- Electronic Arts
- Elevation Health
- Erin Condren
- Fiserv
- Foot Locker
- Gentle Monster
- GOAT
- GUESS
- Watches
- HarperCollins
- Incipio Group
- JanSport
- KimChi Chic Beauty LLC
- Kum & Go
- Madison Reed
- Marsh McCormick & Company
- Medallia
- MGA Entertainment
- Microsoft Corporation
- Natreve
- Newport Healthcare
- Otsuka Pharmaceutical Development & Commercialization, Inc
- Paramount Global
- Peace Out Inc
- PRA Group
- ProFlowers
- Pssyp
- Pura Vida
- Pyrrha
- Rue Gilt Groupe
- Salesforce.org
- Savers Value Village
- Snooze an A.M. Eatery
- State Farm Insurance
- Swarovski
- Thinx
- Universal Music Group
- Vital Proteins LLC
- Vitaminwater
- Vogue Eyewear
- Warner Bros Discovery, Inc
- Wayfair
- Western Digital
- Wyndham Worldwide
- YouTooz
- Zox

Champion ($10K+)

- #samsales
- Adjust
- AG Adriano Goldschmied, Inc
- Albertsons Companies
- ALEX AND ANI Allstate
- Amazon Studios
- American Tower Foundation
- Antares Capital, LP
- Articulate
- Aspiration Partners
- Bartao
- Caesars Entertainment
- Care.com
- Catalent
- Cerberus Capital Management
- Color Street
- Comcast
- Content Rules
- Eli Lilly and Company
- Epic Games
- Equality Residential Foundation
- Excelerate Energy, LP
- Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
- Fiverr
- Floyd’s Barbershop
- FundApps
- Furls Fiberarts
- Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
- Golden Touch Imports
- Greystar
- Gucci
- Harkins Theatres
- HSBC
- Imposter
- Innovid
- Jagged Little Pill
- Jasper’s Game Day
- Kimco Realty
- KISS Products
- Knockaround
- L’oreal USA
- Lantana Last Week Tonight with John Oliver
- Lee Jeans
- LinkedIn
- Los Angeles Lakers, Inc
- Louis Vuitton
- Mailchimp
- Malin+Goetz
- McMaster-Carr Supply Company
- Measurabl
- Mejuri
- MHBC Cumming
- Mint Zero LLC
- MlQ Digital
- Moody’s Corporation
- Morrison & Foerster Foundation
- My Favorite Murder
- Nature’s Path Organic Foods
- New York Digital Investment Group (NYDIG)
- OthersFirst
- Paylocity Corporation
- PitViper
- PJT Partners
- Prose
- Public Consulting Group
- QALO
- OPS Michigan Holdings
- Quest Diagnostics
- Rack Room Shoes
- Realtor.com
- Red Hat
- Revance
- Rinna Beauty
- SC Johnson
- Scott and Corp
- Shell Oil Company
- Showpad
- Smoothie King
- Soundcloud
- Squishable
- Starbucks
- Stroock & Stroock & Lavan LLP
- Syneos Health
- TASC Inc
- Tegus Inc
- Terminix
- Tiger Bob by Gossamer Rozen
- Tipsy Elves
- Twitch
- Two Sigma
- UBS
- Union Entertainment
- UrbanStems
- Vail Resorts
- Wedbush Securities
- Wildflower Cases
- Zier, Inc
- Zimmer Biomet
People in the public eye play a prominent role in generating awareness of and support for Trevor. 80% of LGBTQ young people say that well-known LGBTQ people positively impact how they feel about themselves. With their unique visibility, **celebrities** help to elevate the voices of LGBTQ young people and to change hearts and minds.
We honored trailblazing artist Janelle Monáe as our National Suicide Prevention Advocate of the Year.

Olympic medalist Adam Rippon and Triathlete Chris Mosier conducted a mainstage panel with Trevor at SXSW.

We launched a Talent Ambassador program, supporting influencers who highlight Trevor’s resources and achievements.
Board of Directors

A.C. Fowlkes, PHD
Amy E. Taylor, Co-Vice Chair
Antonia Belcher
Bentley de Beyer
Caroline Bird
Chris Coffey
Gina Muñoz, Chair
Jason Cole
Julian J. Moore, Co-Vice Chair
Lauren Blum* *Term ended 02/2022
Lauren Morelli
Marci Bowers, M.D
Martin Farach-Colton* *Term ended 03/2022
Meredith Kadlec
Michaela Mendelsohn* *Term ended 08/2021
Mike Dillon, Treasurer
Orlan Boston
Peggy Rajski, Founder
Rebecca Sugar
Shelly McNamara
Thomas Sanchez, Secretary
Vanessa M. Benavidas
Vasudev Bailey, PHD
Walter Frye
Our work in 2021–2022 was the achievement of volunteers, donors, board members, staff, and a supportive community. To one and all, we say thank you. Together, we will continue to foster a more welcoming and loving world for every LGBTQ young person.

The Trevor Project is here for LGBTQ young people.
Just one accepting adult can decrease an LGBTQ young person’s risk of suicide by up to 40%.

**What can you do?**

*Give* to The Trevor Project to support programs that affirm and save young LGBTQ lives.

*Affirm* LGBTQ young people to make sure they know they are loved and valued.

*Share* The Trevor Project’s impact with family, friends, and colleagues.

*Volunteer* as a crisis counselor for The Trevor Project’s free and confidential services: TrevorLifeLine, TrevorChat, and TrevorText. **Become a volunteer.**

*Protect* transgender and nonbinary young people by joining The Trevor Project’s campaign to fight anti-trans bills and policies. Text **TREVOR to 40649** to join our action team.

*Join* our team. **Apply now.**
Click here to go back to the beginning.